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Thoracolumbar fractures occur from any and all forms of trauma. Twenty percent of
3
others
them may be associated with neurological deficits. In high energy trauma, up to 5%
of patients will have non-contiguous fractures (i.e. segmental fractures.)[1],[2] Sixty
percent of patients with spinal cord injuries will have associated non-spinal injuries.
[3]
The management of thoracolumbar fractures continues to evolve. Strong agreements
exist in certain aspects of care but significant controversy remains in many other
areas. This paper reviews our current diagnostic and therapeutic approach to treating
these injuries as of the spring of 2005.
Evaluation
Initial assessment of a patient should include the history of an injury from as accurate
a source as possible, a thorough physical examination, and an accurate assessment of
the patient's neurological status and spinal stability to identify all the associated
major injuries that have occurred.
Needs proper wording. Clearly, assessment of neurological status and spinal stability
is independent of identification of 'associated injuries'.
Treatment priorities include resuscitation of patient, and treatment of life-threatening
injuries before mechanical restoration of the injured osteoligamentous column and
preservation or restoration of neurological function.
Every spine surgeon has to answer three fundamental questions when facing a

Click on image for
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thoracolumbar fracture: First, how to treat a patient (non-operative or operative)?
Second, how many segments should one instrument and fuse (short versus long
segment operation)? Third, which approach should be used (anterior, posterior or
both)? The three fundamental questions are 1. whether to operate, 2. When to operate
(emergent, next day, or later), and 3. How to operate (anterior or posterior or
combined approach.
The answers to the above questions begin with a complete evaluation.
Patient
Comprehensive assessment of the patient must be performed. The medical issues that
have occurred in the past must be identified. Medically unfit, obese, demented or
noncompliant patients have to be identified. Their pre-injury personality
characteristics influence treatment choices and the successful use of short segment
surgical reconstruction. Medical problems that determine the patient's suitability for
surgical reconstruction must be identified and assessed.
Short segment reconstructive options-the most sophisticated reconstruction now
available-are more appropriate for physically fit, intelligent, healthy patients who can
understand the need for compliance with post-operative recommendations until their
fracture heals. Non-compliant patients, patients with past psychological disturbances,
drug abusers and alcoholics are especially vulnerable to surgical failures. The
inability to co-operate with post-operative bracing makes long segment
instrumentation and fusion the best reconstructive option for people who cannot be
trusted to understand the importance of post-operative bracing.
Clinical assessment
Spine fractures usually result from blunt injuries, which can cause other long bones
fractures too. A high index of suspicion must be maintained with palpation of all
joints and bones during examination. Full neurological examination (sensation,
motor, anal tone , [Mention about signs of sacral sparing in complete paraplegia]
etc) should be done and documented repeatedly to look for and pick up neurological
deficits and deterioration.
The patient's spine must be palpated using log roll to look for tenderness, swelling,
haematoma, gibbus or step off. These can indicate the existence of fracture
translation. [The purpose for palpation of the spine after log roll is to look for
evidence of posterior column injuiry, like wide gap between the spinous process,
hematoma, ecchymoses etc] A seat belt bruise, facial fractures, pelvic hematoma and
calcaneus fractures can suggest the possible existence of major organ injuries that
should be addressed by the trauma and general surgeon first. Resuscitation with
protection of the spinal column must be instituted simultaneously. [Figure - 1][Figure
- 2]

Missed injuries are common, especially in obtunded patients. Daily re-evaluation is
necessary for all patients, but particularly necessary in patients who present
unconscious from head injury. [1],[2]
Imaging studies
The first imaging study performed at our institution, for a multiple trauma patient
suspected to have a spinal fracture is a CT scan of the relevant areas. The CT scan is
quick to perform and particularly useful in the multiply injured or obtunded patient. It
allows the trauma and spine surgeon to decide the extent and severity of bony injuries
to make decisions regarding general surgical care, as well as spine care, quickly.
Plain radiographs of the spine demonstrate the loss of vertebral height of a broken
vertebra, its kyphotic angle and interpedicular distance. [and interspinous distance in
AP and Lateral views and alignment of the spinous process to see rotation of the
vertebra] Detailed thin sliced (one millimetre) axial CT scans with sagittal and
coronal reconstruction scans, together with AP/Lat radiographs of the fracture site
further delineate the spinal fracture. These two studies evaluated bony spinal anatomy
well.
MRI is recommended for patients with neurological injuries to determine the extent
of cord or cauda-equina injury, as well as epidural haematoma; soft tissue injuries are
also well demonstrated.
These three modalities of imaging provide distinct and complimentary information
about the fracture.
The radiographic appearance of the fracture might not be accurate due to its closed
reduction, which occurs when the patient is placed on a backboard. However, a
careful clinical evaluation (history, mechanism of injury, local swelling, a palpable
defect in interspinous ligaments, a neurological deficit) and completed imaging
studies (plain radiographs, CT scans, and MRI) can identify all the injuries (facet
subluxation, pedicle rotation, malalignment, soft tissue swelling), which guide the
surgeon in his assessment of the severity and nature of the injury.
The most important fracture characteristic to identify is the presence or absence of
TRANSLATION in antero-posterior or latero-lateral direction eg in the coronal or
sagittal plane. Presence of translation in a spine fracture defines that fracture as a
FRACTURE DISLOCATION. Grotesque disruptions are visualised easily. However,
subtle translational displacement of the spinal column also indicates disruption of the
anterior longitudinal ligament (ALL), posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL), capsular
ligaments, ligamentum flavum and disc disruption [Figure - 3]-the very same
structural injuries that characterize spinal injures with grotesque translation. Whether
translational displacement is mild, moderate or severe, it is the very most important
structural abnormality, which guides decisions regarding operative stabilization. Any
patient with a fracture with translational displacement who is healthy enough to

tolerate surgical stabilization should be stabilized.
Translational displacement of the spine is a fracture characteristic seen in patients
who have sustained particularly high-energy injuries. The resulting disruptions can be
ligamentous, bony or a combination of both. There is a high rate of intra-abdominal
injury (45%) with this injury pattern, [20] and neurological injury of 10-15%. [21]
Injuries with translational displacement are associated with the highest rate of
neurologic injury, and should usually receive surgical stabilization to optimize both
spinal alignment and to preserve neurologic function.
Fracture classification/description
[This section need major rewrite up. Classification is the backbone of decision
making. Surgical Anatomy of Holdsworth two column and Denis three column may
be described. Please base the major classification system either on Magerl ABC
classification or conventional Denis classification system. Load-sharing classification
should only be used as a complement to the one of the above, since it is applicable
for assessment of the degree of anterior column comminution and the need for
anterior column reconstruction with structural graft/cage. It does not identify the
severe unstable injuries like distraction injuries (e.g, Magerl Type B,
discoligamentous injury, or Magerl Type C, three column rotational / translational
injuries with minimal vertebral body comminution]
Holdsworth,[4] Denis[5],[6] Magerl AO[8] and Load-Sharing[14],[15] classifications
classify spinal fractures using anatomical and mechanistic principles. They describe a
static view of spinal displacement.
The Load Sharing Classification[14],[15] was developed after recognition and
confirmation in the literature that, by pre-operatively quantifying the comminution of
the most injured vertebral body, one could predict, with great accuracy, the
occurrence of a postoperative loss of reduction with or without pedicle screw fracture
for spine fractures treated with short segment posterior instrumentation and fusion
[Figure - 4]a,b,c.
In this classification, the degree of vertebral body comminution, apposition of the
fracture fragments at the fracture site and kyphosis correction were assessed by the
preoperative plain X-rays, and sagittal and axial CT scans. Each factor is graded in
severity and awarded 1 point for mild, 2 points for moderate and 3 points for severe.
Therefore, a total point score -for any fracture-regardless of mechanism, can be
created, from 3 to 9 points.
Using this system one can predict uniformly successful bony healing of posterior
short segment, pedicle screw-based fixation for fractures with lesser comminutionLoad-Sharing classification score of 6 or less. Fractures with Load-Sharing
classification scores of 7, 8 or 9-the more comminuted injuries-must be reconstructed

using short segment anterior strut grafting and anterior instrumentation when the
patient is suitable for short segment reconstruction.[14],[15]
The Load Sharing classification is not a mechanistic classification and does not take
into account the condition of the ligaments. The classification simply quantifies how
much "bone damage" has occurred in the area of the injury and what has to be
repaired by the surgeon.
The point total, itself, does not indicate whether to operate or not, since the
ligamentous structures are not considered and the presence or absence of translational
displacement is not determined. The presence of translation must be determined
separately from the determination of the point total.
However, classifying fractures in this way characterizes the load-transfer across the
injured vertebrae themselves, which lie underneath the spinal implants that are used
to stabilize the fracture. It is particularly useful in determining when to use short
segment posterior pedicle screw based reconstruction and when to avoid this
particular approach, in favour of anterior short segment reconstruction.
We use the Load Sharing Classification as our principal way to classify fractures
since it leads, more directly than the other classifications, to modern surgical
treatment. Aligizakis et al [16] in a prospective study found it to be simple and
reliable in predicting the outcome of conservatively treated patients with isolated
thoracolumbar fractures and no neurological injury. Dai et al [17] have demonstrated
the high inter and intra-observer reliability of the classification.
While other classifications attempt to deduce the "mechanism" of fracture creation,
none of them has proven that their deductions are correct, and none of them leads as
directly to treatment considerations as the Load Sharing Classification does.
Neurological status
While rare, one true indication for surgical intervention is the presence of progressive
neurological deterioration in the presence of spinal cord compression.[22] when
direct spinal canal decompression is promptly performed in such an injury,
neurological recovery has been observed. [24],[25],[26] Excellent spinal canal
decompression can be achieved by either a posterolateral, transpedicular, or an
anterior approach.[18],[37] Posterior laminectomy decompression alone has been
shown not to decompress a spinal fracture adequately.[18],[37] Inadequate
decompression of the spinal canal can result in ongoing radicular symptoms or
development of late myelopathy.[24],[26]
In the presence of a non-progressive neurological deficit the evidence supporting
surgical decompression is conflicting. Several studies have failed to show an
advantage for the surgical intervention over non-surgical treatment.[20],[21],[22],
[23],[24] We feel that canal compromise in the absence of a neurological deficit is not

an indication for surgery, since canal remodelling can occur with time,in patients
whose fractures are surgically reduced and stabilized.[25],[26],[27],[28],[29],[30],
[31] Dai et al[33] found the degree of spinal canal stenosis was similar in those
treated nonoperatively as compared to operatively. In a comprehensive review of the
literature, Boerger et al[29] failed to find support for canal clearance. Mohanty et al
[42] found in a prospective study that there was no correlation between neurological
recovery and the degree of canal compromise. These studies go on to recommend
nonoperative treatment for patients with none or mild neurological impairment.
Boerger et al[29] go as far as to state that in the absence of instability any canal
clearance by surgical intervention would be causing a patient a disservice.
There is no role of isolated laminectomy for decompression of thoracolumbar
fractures, since laminectomy disrupts the posterior elements contributing to further
instability. In the absence of stabilisation, laminectomy results in the development of
iatrogenic kyphosis, and it has no effect on spinal occlusion up to 35%.[37],[38],[39],
[40] It may also result in lower rates of neurological recovery as compared to anterior
decompression and stabilisation.[41]
Surgeon
Surgeon's expertise and available resources also have an important impact on types of
intervention undertaken. In certain areas of the world where prolonged hospital care
with bedrest is economically unviable, a surgical route will be undertaken to reduce
costs for an injury that would easily be treated non-operatively.
If well trained surgeons and hospital-based equipment is not available, then nonoperative treatment, or referral to a properly equipped surgical center should occur.
Operative vs non-operative treatment options
The aim of treatment is restoration of function of the patient by creating a healing
environment to allow a stable pain free spinal column, with the minimal risk to the
patient. The advantage of non-operative method of treatment has been to avoid
operative morbidity, such as infection, iatrogenic neurological injury, pseudarthrosis,
implant failure and complications of anaesthesia.
Again, the factors we consider in choosing the type of surgical treatment are:
1. Severity and location of spinal ligament injuries (clinical and imaging)
2. Quantify the fracture comminution using the Load Sharing Classification
3. Patient factors (health, age, weight, premorbid, associated injuries)
Following this, good judgement regarding the risk/benefit of operative vs nonoperative care can be made.

If, after evaluating the patient, the fracture pattern and patient's neurological status,
the decision leans towards nonoperative treatment, appropriate braces are chosen.
Patients should be taught how to wear orthosis and counselled on their restrictions
until bony healing takes place.
Many studies have failed to show the functional benefit between operative and
nonoperative treatment of stable injuries.[43],[44],[45] Conservative measures have
shown to yield adequate results[48] even in the presence of selective three column
spine fractures, and with early mobilisation.[49] Chow et al[50] showed that with
careful bracing or hyperextension bracing in patients with posterior ligamentous
injuries yielded good results. It is imperative that nonoperative treatment should be
closely monitored as there is the potential for progression of deformity and
development of neurological deficit.[49],[50],[51]
There is no question that a multiple injured patient is easier managed after spinal
stabilisation. Also, progressive neurological deficit indicates emergent
decompression and stabilisation.
The mechanically unstable spine with translational displacement needs surgery. In
severely injured patients early intervention, less than 72 hours, results in fewer
complications, shorter hospital stay and reduced requirement for ventilation.[52],[53]
There is considerable controversy with regards to the timing of surgery in the
presence of neurological injury. Animal studies that showed early intervention had
better results have failed to be proven in clinical setting in humans. Studies relating to
timing of surgical intervention are few, and they relate to cervical cord injuries.
We feel that the timing of surgery dependents on hospital logistical and resources
issues. A skilled operative and anesthesia team ready to perform the surgery is more
important than any patient-related variable, except occurrence of neurological
deterioration. If the anterior approach is chosen it is beneficial to wait 3-4 days after
the injury which allows the period of hyperaemia at the fracture site to resolve which
decreases bleeding during the procedure.
Length of fusion: Short vs long segment fusion
Long segment fusion (instrument two or more levels above and below a fractured
vertebra) is stronger and stiffer (higher ultimate failure strength) than Short Segment
fixation (instrumentation one level above and below a fractured vertebra); however it
sacrifices spinal motion.
The location of the fracture can influence the surgeon's choice of fusion. A long
fusion in the upper and middle thoracic spine does not reduce patient's spinal
mobility and function very much. However, the thoracolumbar and lumbar spines are
functionally very important. Preservation of mobility in these segments of the spinal
column is fundamental -particularly in manual workers whose jobs require increase

demands on the spine. [Figure - 5]
Our experience with short segment pedicle screw-based fixation has been superb over
the past 20 years for low point total (6 points or less) spinal fractures without
translation. When the pedicles are large enough to accept pedicle screws, we never
use hooks and/or wires. While out of bed the patient must wear a brace, for 6-8 weeks
until the fusion consolidates.
Anterior short segment instrumentation and fusion is used for patients with point
totals of 7, 8 or 9 who have no translational displacement, e.g. a fracture dislocation.
Our results after 20 years experience are excellent with this approach, if the patient is
willing to wear an orthosis for 6-8 weeks following the reconstruction.
Only fracture-dislocations (injuries with translation) are treated with posterior long
segment instrumentation and/or anterior procedures to reconstruct very severely
comminuted vertebral bodies at the apex of these injuries. Over 25% of these patients
have severe neurological injuries-many of which only partially recover.
Surgical approaches
Once a decision for surgery is made, the surgeon has to decide how to approach the
injury-anteriorly, posteriorly or both approaches. Decompression in presence of
neurological deficit can be done effectively either anteriorly (corpectomy) or
posteriorly (transpedicular).
We utilise Short Segment fixation for young healthy people with isolated spinal
injuries. Posterior fixation is used for low point total fractures (6 or less) and anterior
fixation only for high point injuries (7 or more). Injuries with translational
displacement are treated with posterior fixation only in low point injuries (<7) and a
posterior followed by anterior approach for high point injuries (7 or more). [Figure 6]a,b
Load sharing between the implant and host bone is a fundamental principle that
allows bone healing and prevents implant failure.[54] If highly comminuted and
displaced vertebral fractures are treated with posterior instrumentation only, pedicle
screw fracture commonly occurs, since the load-sharing across the fracture site itself
is poor. [14],[15]
When a single vertebral body is highly comminuted, anterior reconstruction of the
spinal column and anterior instrumentation is superior to posterior fixation.[55],[56],
[57],[58],[59] While we used a full-thickness autologous iliac strut graft to
reconstruct the spinal column for 15 years with excellent results, we now prefer a
modular and stackable carbon cage spacer filled with autograft from the
vertebrectomy and excised rib, with the same type of dual rod/screw implants.
[Figure - 7] Use of the modular cage avoids the large iliac crest donor site pain.

Regardless of the fixation system used, we must be careful not to over distract the
fracture site. The normal sagittal and coronal spinal alignment must be restored, with
or without fully correcting the vertebral height. Overzealous distraction using a
principle of ligamentotaxis creates a gap (empty space) at the fracture site which
further decreases the load sharing of the axial forces between the implants and the
fractured body, and should be avoided.
Failure of the posterior systems occurs by breakage, bending or loosening in patients.
The critical period for developing instrumentation problems appears to be 6 months.
[15],[55],[58],[61] Compared to an intact spine, posterior instrumentation has 76% of
intact spine stiffness, a posterior system with an anterior strut is 3% stiffer and
anterior instrumentation with anterior strut graft is 15% stiffer than the intact spine.
[64] Loss of correction on the anterior systems has shown to be 1-4 degrees, [15];[65]
as compared to 3-12 degrees for the posterior systems. Instrumentation failure rates
for the posterior systems range from 9-54%, whereas it was 4-11% for the anterior
systems.[66]
Post- traumatic kyphosis
Post-traumatic kyphosis is a clinical and radiological condition, which results from
healing without surgical internal fixation of fractures with severe comminution and
translational displacement, or following a failure after operative stabilization. It can
develop due to failure to recognise or under-estimation of translational injuries, poor
bone quality, inadequate spinal bracing or follow up, or errors in surgical technique or
spinal healing. It can be mild, moderate or very severe.
Patients can present with mechanical or neurological symptoms. Mechanical
symptoms include pain, fatigue, instability and progression of kyphosis. Neurological
symptoms include development of a new or progression of with a fracture already
established neurological deficit. Back pain is the most common presenting feature
and indication for intervention. . The pain is mechanical in nature and localised at the
apex of the deformity. Prolonged standing, bending, lifting and twisting, aggravates
it. It is often difficult to pinpoint the aetiology of the pain, but segmental instability,
muscle fatigue, degenerative changes and stresses to the posterior tensile structures
have been implicated. Spinal cord or nerve root compression commonly occurs particularly in moderate or severe cases [Figure - 8].
While surgical management of these very complicated and disabling problems can
occur, prevention of post-traumatic kyphosis is much simpler and less expensive than
its treatment.
The application of proper patient assessment, radiological study assessment,
commonplace use of the Load Sharing Classification and use of Short Segment
posterior instrumentation of fractures with a point total injuries of 6 or less and short
segment anterior reconstruction for fractures with point totals over 7 has eliminated
severe posttraumatic kyphosis from our practice. [Load-sharing classification is

applicable for assessment of fresh fractures and not for late posttraumatic kyphotic
deformity.]
In measurements of kyphosis there are great interobserver variations. We prefer to
measure kyphosis from the superior end plate of the vertebra above to the inferior
vertebrae of the vertebrae below the fractured one.[57],[69] Though there is
literature[60],[67] to show that a kyphosis of greater than 30 degrees is statistically
associated with an increased incidence of back pain, it has also been shown that there
is no relationship between a degree of kyphosis and back pain or poor functional
outcome. [43],[44],[45],[46],[47],[48],[49],[50],[51],[52] No correlation has been
found between wedge angle and functional outcome.[68] An absolute indication for
intervention is new or progressive neurological deficit. Other indications for
intervention are pain uncontrolled by nonoperative measures, progression of kyphosis
and cosmesis.
Goal of surgical intervention is pain reduction, improvement or prevention of
progression of neurological deficit, correction of deformity and stability.
Most posttraumatic kyphotic deformities are fixed and isolated posterior fixation
leads to high failure and pseudarthrosis rates. With posterior stabilisation the moment
arm is great resulting in high tensile strength on the implant and bone graft. We rarely
use the posterior alone correction for kyphosis secondary to thoracic compression
fractures over multiple levels. Pedicle subtraction osteotomy is more appropriate to
gain correction for severe deformities.
Anterior fusions are placed under compression and improved circumstances for
fusion. Isolated anterior decompression and fusion can be utilised constructively.[70]
Kaneda[56] has shown good results with anterior decompression, correction of
deformity and stabilisation.
With curves greater than 60o the kyphosis, there is inherent posterior instability. Pain
relief can occasionally be achieved by stabilization and fusion rather than deformity
correction.[71] This is best achieved by combined anterior/posterior stabilisation and
fusion. Malcolm at el[60] reviewed 48 patients and concluded that anterior and
posterior reconstruction had no failures and fusions were successful, but with isolated
anterior correction there was a 50% failure rate. Complete pain relief was achieved in
only 67% of cases. Roberson and Whitesides found a similarly good result with
anterior/posterior reconstruction.[67]

» Conclusion

Adequate preoperative evaluation of thoracolumbar fractures can optimise their care.
Proper assessment with good management helps to return many of such victims to
productive lives earlier. Thorough understanding of biomechanics, clarity of imaging

and application of principles of load sharing, are the grounds for nonoperative versus
surgical treatments. This can prevent development of post-traumatic kyphosis or
scoliosis.
A treatment plan is never based only on assessment of the anatomy of the fracture.
Patient assessment is fundamental in choosing the treatment options of
thoracolumbar spinal injuries. Only after a thorough patient evaluation of patient's
social, educational background, age, occupation, spinal level of the injury and
patient's expectations do we make an individualised treatment plan.
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